
LiveteachingTV Launches Campaign on
Indiegogo to Raise Awareness of Their New
Innovative Technology
LiveteachingTV is a global, interactive online learning platform facilitating LIVE education to anyone,
at any level, from anywhere in the world

NEW YORK CITY, NEW YORK, USA, October 11, 2016 /EINPresswire.com/ -- New startup,
LiveteachingTV, announced their launch today to raise awareness and funds via a rewards / equity
crowdfunding campaign on Indiegogo in order to finish the development of their innovative, interactive
global online learning platform. LiveteachingTV will facilitate LIVE education to anyone, at any level,
anywhere in the world, on any device, including mobile phones. LiveteachingTV has set a goal of
$50,000 on Indiegogo to finish development of the site and to market the idea to anyone with a desire
to learn, and a passion to teach. The campaign kicked off on Tuesday, October 11, 2016 and will run
for 30 days.

Presently, there are other institutions offering some form of "live" teaching, but these are mostly
streaming videos. Many times students get stuck and don't have an opportunity to raise their hands in
the "classroom" to get immediate answers to problems they are facing. Not only that, these websites
mostly cater to individuals who already have some form of education. This is where LiveteachingTV
comes in.

On LiveteachingTV, instructors will have channels where they can teach subjects such as
Mathematics, English, and Writing. Viewers will be able to tune in to these channels to watch, for
example, an instructor solve mathematical problems, enabling them to learn faster. Once done, the
streams will be available as videos for download, where they can watch over and over again, until they
have mastered the lesson. While "class" is going on, viewers will be able to interact with the instructor
by raising their virtual hands and getting an immediate response.

LiveteachingTV will be available not only to those who already have some form of education, but will
also facilitate those passionate learners who simply want to learn how to read and write, but never
had the chance before.

According to UNESCO there are almost one billion non-literate adults in the world today. Women
make up two-thirds of all-non-literates. 98% of all non-literates live in developing countries. UNESCO
defines literacy as having the ability to read and write with understanding.

“LiveteachingTV’s long-term goal is to put a dent in that number,” said co-founder, Garvin Reid.
According to Mr. Reid, "The vision is for LiveteachingTV to be like Twitch, in terms of its infrastructure,
except, instead of gaming and coding, streamers will be teaching subjects like Mathematics, English,
and Reading. On LiveteachingTV, viewers will be able to actively engage and ask their teachers
questions as though they were sitting in a classroom."

For additional information contact Garvin Reid, Campaign Manager, LiveteachingTV:
info@liveteaching.tv.

http://www.einpresswire.com


You can also visit the website, http://liveteaching.tv, to be notified when LiveteachingTV will go LIVE.
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